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About This Game

There are dark places in the world inhabited by evil denizens. Places filled with danger and foreboding where no ordinary man
would dare to journey. However, there are a few who are willing to risk death in the name of good, in the name of justice, in the

name of.. valuable loot!

Hack, Slash, Loot is a single-player turn-based dungeon crawler. Take control of a lone hero and explore sprawling dungeons,
fight dangerous monsters, and most importantly, plunder valuable treasures. With a new dungeon created every game you can be
sure that no two playthroughs will ever be the same. Boasting easy to master controls you'll be adventuring in no time, but there

is still enough depth to challenge the most hardened of adventurers.

 Key Features

32 characters to unlock and play
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Six distinct quests requiring different tactics to beat

Thousands of items, monsters, and dungeon features

Streamlined roguelike gameplay with a modern control scheme

Cute retro stylings, daemon ogres have never looked so quaint

Hacking!

Slashing!!

Looting!!!
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I played the game in the closed Beta and it has evolved a lot since then!

Most of the bugs are fixed and the developers are really communicative through the forum and discord, always willing to
improve the game.

Even with my \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 internet I am able to play with people around the world without
noticeable lag spikes (which I really appreciate).

What I enjoy most about it is the feeling of REVENGE. After someone kills my favourite character, that person immediately
becomes my nemesis and has to die. It also feels great to outplay someone using your same character.

At the beginning the levels are a bit tricky and I always jumped into the void or died in the dumbest ways. However,
once I got used to them and learnt to time the traps correctly, the game is much more fun!

I totally recommend playing this game with some friends in voice chat for an evening of assured laughs (and some yells :D).

Tl;Dr The game is a lot of fun and even more if you play with friends. Try it out!. Looking at my time played you would guess
this is an awesome game. It really could be, but the poker engine is so flawed at it's core that I find myself playing terrible poker
to compete with terrible AI. So much so that my RL game suffered.

It's extremely addicting though, right up to the point where you just can't play it anymore without screaming in frustration. Good
thing I got it on sale, as I'd be REALLY annoyed had I dropped 20 bucks on it.. This is a very diffcult DLC if you are a new
player but adds some much needed additional content to what would otherwise be an overly short game. Its uneven difficulty
aside, the overall quality of this DLC content is very high. This is an integral part of Sanctum 2 and if you liked the main game
you should probably try to play this as well.. it was a money grab :(. Fun game, I really like it.. Very fun massively-multiplayer
with a lot of content.

Why should you play Cubic Castles?

1.It's a perfect time-killer.
2.Friendly and social community.
3.You can team with your friends.
4.IT'S FUN !
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This is just doom with a Noah\u2019s ark skin. I love it.... It's literally gem-matching in space! I gave it some time but I simply
can't recommend this game as it feels a bit lacking in its overall appeal. The game feels barren and it lacks the charm to keep me
hooked.. I have seen kickstarters asking for 10 of thousands or more for similar types of turn based ship formation games but
they fail in the execution or never come to be. Now, this game pulls it off, straight forward turn based strategy game without any
fillers or unnecessaty complexity.

I recommend this game because it is easy to pick up yet shares a similar mastery approach like chess. You control a fleet on a
tiled board against another fleet. Each ship has a move pattern and attack pattern, some stronger others weaker. I played a game
session for over 30 minutes because I took my time before each move and in the process learned different tricks watching the
enemy AI in action. Learned a lot from it and will try to pull those new moves on my next session. It was fun, tactical, straight
forward and has a arcade touch to it. Seems the game has online capabilities, so it will be interesting to play against a human
contender.

The style of the ships remind me of Ikaruga and radiant silvergun. The UX is straight to the point, no complex windows all well
desgined and simplistic. All you need is fast to get.

The mood of the game for some reason reminds me of FTL, probably the soundtrack, or just the feeling of the whole game
reminds me of FTL. And that is a good thing.

I do want to point out, as in today, release day, I noticed some bugs when it comes to selecting the tiles you want to move to. I
noticed during your turn transition if you click on a enemy for some reason it shows the enemy move pattern and attack pattern
as if you were able to control it, yet can't. I have seen this type of bugs before in this type of games and the team mentioned they
are in process of fixing bugs, so that is good they are responsive.

Eveytime you play is not a wasted game (even offline), you earn experience, until now I haven't leveled up but I will check what
improvement I do get for my fleet.

Besides the ship selection bug (which I believe is being addressed), I do recommend to make the ship animation cut scenes a bit
shorter to keep the momentum. This means each ship teleportation and attack can be a bit faster, and that might help the pace to
keep it chess like.

Overall is a good game with a lot of potential, and quality, it will keep improving.. I have been playing this game for the last
hour after purchasing it on sale at a silly cheap price.

I read the other reviews before purchasing, they are currently few and mixed. Somebody mentioned that it has too many keys, it
doesn't have many at all, and you can view them at any time by clicking the question mark at the bottom.

The AI is different, but not in a bad way, the drones hide, pop out to attack, run away etc. I think it works well for the type of
game.

The mentioned issue with the level not auto restarting, not sure if this has changed, but it sends you straight back to the level
select screen, at which point you are one click from restarting the level, or choosing a different one if you desire, seems fine to
me.

Difficulty may be an issue for some, I'm an old school gamer who misses the days when games actually provided a challenge,
and this does. The game is well balanced though, stick with it and I'm sure you will get the hang of it, just requires learning a
few simply techniques, after which the game takes on a whole new lease of life, fantastic!

I cannot recommend this game more, think Paradroid 90 with a dark atmosphere, and without the takeover minigame. Graphics
and audio are perfect for the type of game.

This dev deserves a lot of credit for the game, I'm so glad I found it ! If it is your thing then buy it, enjoy it, and please give
positive reviews if you do. It annoys me that four out of the eight reviews I can see are not recommending this game, half of
them, WHAT !!!!. abandoned. dont buy this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and screw you steam for not giving me a
refund. Stardate 11\/16\/2016. Captain Tex.
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In all seriousness, I have been a gamer for most of my life. I remember drowning my self esteem issues in quarters at local
arcade. One thing that always kept me coming back was the possibility of getting further and further in each game. I am talking
about games like Asteroids.. Centipede... Space Invaders..

Here we are, in the year 2016. Every game imaginable is out there to meet the needs of every type of gamer. The RPGer. The
FPSer. The MOBAer. And for me, Leviathan Starblade fits the niche of the Arcade gamer. Bringing back the nostalgic feeling
of being in the arcade, Leviathan Starblade gives you all the tools necessary to truly feel like you are the master and commander
of space.

Another reviewer thought having all of the levels unlocked was a negative- I found it quite the opposite. I thought it was a
positive. After a long day at the office with 8 bosses telling you to do something 8 different ways, you just want to sit back and
blow\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up. This game satisfies that need.

In Leviathan Starblade, you can customize your desired loudout to annihilate those in your galaxy. While it the game hits a lot of
the familiar notes of your typical space shmup, what it does differently is quite unique. That is where the sword comes in- your
melee ability. I found myself gleefully using the rightclick the stab multitudes of enemies into oblivion.

This isn't going to be the developers magnum opus with an amazing RPG story and epic saga-feeling... this is a straight up "kill
everything in whatever you want". Customizing your leviathan and then trying out the various missions is very rewarding. It is a
great way to blow off steam.

Again, the experience is great if you are looking for the 80's arcade feel. I highly recommend, especially if you are in the market
for various games to load up in your arcade cabinet emulator.. Doesn't work.
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